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    2015 CYSL SAFETY GUIDELINES 

 
The Calaveras Youth Soccer League has adopted a set of safety guidelines that should be followed and understood by all coaches. As a coach, our job is to 
ensure the safety and well-being of the team under our care. These guidelines are only a fraction of the information available. You are encouraged to 
develop safety standards that will help keep the children safe. Most soccer injuries and accidents are avoidable with a little proactive planning. 
 

Field and Equipment Conditions: 
Field Conditions: One quarter of soccer injuries result from poor field conditions. Inspect the field before each practice or game. Check the field for holes, 
sprinklers, puddles, broken glass, stones, or other debris. Ensure your team has an unobstructed play area. Avoid, fix, or mark poor field conditions 
whenever possible.  
 

Goals: The coach shall inspect the goal, netting, and anchoring prior to use of the equipment. Soccer goal anchors and/or sandbags must ALWAYS be used 
to prevent movable goals from tipping. Educate your team, staff, and/or general public that hanging or climbing on the goals can result in serious injury 
and damage the equipment, and should not be allowed. After use, the goal must be secured as required for your playing field. Additional resources on goal 
safety can be found at: http://www.anchoredforsafety.org/.  
 

If poor field or equipment conditions persist, contact your Field, Equipment, Safety, or Area Coordinators for assistance. Some conditions may require 
immediate action on your part to protect the public. 
 

Player Equipment: 
Properly fitted equipment is essential in keeping players safe. All equipment should be fitted correctly (not too loose or too tight) to avoid injury. The 
coach must check each player’s equipment prior to play to ensure the player’s safety. Improper gear can not only cause injury, but it is not allowed in a 
game, so it should not be allowed at your practice. At a minimum, players should be equipped with shin guards, cleats, socks, shorts, and jersey. 
 

Cleats: All soccer players should have a proper set of cleats regardless of age. A proper pair of soccer cleats will improve your player’s overall performance 
and improve safety. A player who cannot achieve proper footing in all weather conditions has a higher potential of injury. Good footing is a must to 
prevent slips and falls. Any cleat with a front stud is not allowed.  
 

Shin guards: Shin injuries are the most common injury in soccer. Shin guards are always required and must fit properly. Ensure they are not too loose or 
too tight. They must be placed under the sock. Even the greatest shin guard may not prevent injury if it is not worn correctly.  
 

Fingernails, Jewelry, and Casts: Fingernails shall be cut short prior to any practice or game to avoid injuring another player. Jewelry can injure both the 
owner and other players. All referees have been instructed to ensure players remove jewelry before a game; coaches should do the same for practice. 
Players wearing orthopedic casts, air- splints, or metal splints are not eligible to participate in any game. 
 

Soccer Balls: Proper sized soccer balls must be used for all games and practices as defined by age level in the CYSL Constitution (found on the league 
website at: http://www.calaverasyouthsoccerleague.com). 
 

Injury and Medical: 
Injury Assessment: Care for an injured player should begin immediately. Appropriate care can mean the difference of days or weeks of rehabilitation, and 
minimizes the chances of long term disability. Upon arriving to the injured player, the coach should first assess the severity of the injury. Parents should be 
notified of all injuries to their children. 
 

Minor Injuries: An evaluation of the injured area should be made, once an injury is determined to be a non-emergency. Look for signs of bleeding, swelling 
or deformity. If the player cannot continue, then an assessment should continue on the sideline to determine the nature and severity of the injury. 
Remember the acronym “R.I.C.E.” (note: R.I.C.E. alone is not sufficient to rehabilitate a serious injury). Rest the injured area. Ice the injured part for 20 
minutes or until numb. Do not use heat during the acute phase of an injury. Apply Compression bandages to the area to limit swelling (not too tightly). 
Elevate the injured area above the level of the heart. For more information reference: http://firstaid.about.com/od/breaksandsprains/f/09_RICE.htm.  
 

Major Injuries: If any injury is life-threatening or requires immediate medical attention call 911. If any of the following are present, the injured party should 
be referred to a medical professional: (1) Obvious deformities that indicate a broken bone. (2) Player is unable to bear weight. (3) Severe pain. (4) 
Numbness and/or tingling indicating that a nerve injury may be present. (5) Immediate swelling in a joint. When a joint swells within a few minutes, it 
usually indicates something has torn or ruptured and requires a medical diagnosis. (6) Swelling that lasts more than 6 days.  
 

CYSL recommends that every team should have a first-aid kit that accompanies the team to games and practices. Understand what’s in the first-aid kit and 
know how to utilize them, and keep it available at all times. A recommended first-aid kit supply list can be found here: 
http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/news/the_spectators_first_aid_kit/?CategoryId=14481&Year=2004. 
 

Concussions: Concussions represent one of the scariest injuries for players, parents and coaches. Any potential head injury must be treated seriously as the 
complications can be catastrophic. The “return to play” guideline for CYSL is that if a concussion is suspected, that player must be removed from play and 
should be evaluated by a qualified medical professional. A qualified medical professional must release the athlete of all the symptoms of a concussion 
before the athlete is allowed to return to play. Symptoms can last for hours, days, weeks, or even months. Confusion and memory loss are the two most 
common signs. Any child who has lost consciousness after a blow to the head should be seen by a doctor promptly. Other warning signs of a potentially 
serious injury include: persistent vomiting, seizures, or a large bruise on the scalp. Coaches are encouraged to download a copy of the Coaches Concussion 
Guidelines. A cheat sheet version is included in the first aid kits. If you suspect a concussion you must fill out the Concussion Notification Form and return a 
copy to one of the CYSL board members listed below. Provide the original and a copy of the Parents Concussion Guidelines, and give it to the victim’s 
parent or guardian. All three forms can be found on the CYSL website’s safety page: http://www.calaverasyouthsoccerleague.com. 
 

Filing a claim: All injuries that occur during CYSL activities (games & practices) may be covered by CYSL’s insurance, but must be reported on the proper 
insurance claim form. All completed reports for injuries must be submitted to the CYSL League Registrar within 14 days of the injury. In no case shall 
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completed forms be submitted to CYSA later than 30 days of the injury. Please notify the Coach and Safety Coordinators when filing a claim (and for 
assistance). The following is the link to the CYSL claim form: http://www.calaverasyouthsoccerleague.com 
 

Player Conditioning: Stretching is an important part of the fitness regime. It is important that you warm up the muscles a little, before you stretch. If the 
muscles are cold, it increases the chances for injury. After play, the muscles will be fatigued and may even have levels of damage to the tissue. As part of 
the cooling down phase, continued movement of the body and gentle static stretches should be performed.  
 

Hydration: 
Proper hydration is essential for the safety of active children. A child's body surface area makes up a much greater proportion of his/her overall weight 
than an adult's. Children do not regulate body temperature as efficiently as do adults. Therefore, active children are more susceptible to heat stress and 
illness. Heat injury, usually complicated by dehydration, is one of the most common sports injuries among kids, but is also the most preventable. Children 
should be encouraged to drink proper fluids frequently during activity (even though they may not be thirsty). Keep water bottles and/or sport drinks close 
by so athletes can easily hydrate during activity or competition.  
 

Dehydration is often the cause of muscles cramps. Therefore, it is important that the player is well hydrated. Learn the warning signs. It is imperative that 
all coaches, parents, and players are on the lookout for signs of dehydration or heat illness, such as: fatigue, lethargy, inattention, stupor, and/or 
awkwardness. An athlete exhibiting any of these signs must be immediately removed from participation, cooled down and placed in a shaded 
environment. Begin to rehydrate slowly and monitor the player. Especially in hot weather, dehydration can progress to a more severe heat exhaustion. If 
recovery is not rapid or worsens, seek medical attention immediately. A player with heat stroke requires immediate cooling to avoid organ damage. Call 
911 and begin cooling the athlete right away. For more information, read the following link: 
http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/assets/1/15/Heat_Hydration_GuidelinesUSSF.pdf. 
 

Weather Conditions: 
Hot Weather: Adjust the activity level and provide frequent rests during hot weather. Athletes should rest in shaded areas and keep up their hydration. 
Extremely hot weather conditions may warrant a reduced or cancelled practice or game. For more information: 
http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/take_the_time_to_learn_and_you_won%e2%80%99t_burn/. 
 

Cold Weather: Wear appropriate clothing that will keep sweat away from the skin. Layers of clothing help retain heat better than a single thick layer. 
Players should keep moving during rest periods to avoid dramatic cooling. Hydration is still very important. Extremely cold weather conditions may 
warrant a reduced or cancelled practice or game. 
 

Lightning: An outdoor soccer field is one of the most dangerous places to be during a lightning storm. When lightning is seen, or thunder is heard, or when 
thunderclouds are observed, quickly move indoors and remain there until well after the lightning storm ends. If lightning is forecast, plan an alternate 
activity or know where you can take cover quickly. For more information, read: 
http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/news/lightning_safety_outdoors/?CategoryId=14481&Year=2004. 
 

Darkness: Obviously the darker it is, the harder it is to see. Use your best judgment to ensure that your practices are completed before it is too dark to play 
safely.  
 

Away Games and Tournaments: 
When away games or tournaments are played, it is important that you keep your team safe. Note the safety procedures that may (or may not) be in place 
(first-aid stations, ambulance on-site, field conditions, and alike). It is also, important that your team travels with a first-aid kit. Pre-preparing for safety 
issues will greatly reduce the time required to act in an emergency in an unfamiliar environment.  
 

Travel: For travel, parents/guardians are responsible for making all travel arrangements. In these instances it is the responsibility of the parents/guardians 
to ensure the person transporting the athlete maintains all safety and legal requirements, including, but not limited to, a valid driver’s license, proper 
insurance, well maintained vehicle, and compliance with all state laws (coaches shall too). In an effort to minimize one-on-one interactions, coaches 
and/or volunteers, who are not also acting as a parent, should not drive alone with an unrelated athlete, unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the 
athlete’s parent or guardian in advance of travel. Coaches should familiarize themselves with all travel itineraries and schedules before team travel, and 
coordinate a team travel plan. 
 

Additional Resources: 
It is the duty of the coaches to make sure that all the rules of the game are followed in a sportsman like manner. At the same time, it is the duty of each 
player to make sure that he/she adheres to the rules of the game. It will help in preventing injuries to all players involved. Following basic soccer ethics will 
go a long way in preventing soccer injuries. In spite of taking all the required soccer safety precautions, accidents are bound to happen given the nature of 
the game. Hence, it is important to be mentally prepared and have first-aid kits handy, so that the basic first aid treatment can be administered to the 
player before he/she gets proper medical attention.  
 

Contact Information: 
Nathan Gomes (Coach and Safety Coordinator) – email: nsideedge@gmail.com – phone: 209-728-7181 
Johnny Hoskins (Registrar) – email: cysl_registrar@yahoo.com  
Ben Stopper (Field Coordinator) – email: stopperbenjamin@yahoo.com  
Pat Burkhardt (Equipment Coordinator) – email: burk2094@gmail.com  
 

Area Coordinators: 
Susan Hoskins (Valley Springs Area Coordinator) – email: susan.hoskins@yahoo.com  
Angelina Vaughn (Jenny Lind Area Coordinator) – email: jatti21_2003@juno.com  
Corrina Stone (San Andreas Area Coordinator) – email: corrinastone@gmail.com  
Yuki Wood (Mokelumne Hill Area Coordinator) – email: mokehillsoccer@gmail.com  
 

For more extensive safety information, see the following links: 
US Youth Soccer Association: http://www.usyouthsoccer.org/HealthandSafetyResourceCenter/  
Goal-Tek Innovations: http://www.hollistonsoccer.org/image/web/coaches/SoccerSafety.pdf  
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